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1. Introduction, 

Deuterlua la a vary interastlng target for investigation 

of multiperticle production processes on nuclei baceuae it 

contains only two nucleons and its ground state nave function 

le quite Hell known. Thue we deal only with alngle and double 

interactions of the Incident hedron with the two nucleone of 

the target whose nave function of their relative action is 

reasonably slaple [1]. 

Furthernore, it was shown recently [z~] - £i~\ that one 

can extract froa experimental data the double scattering 

events and that this providss us with interesting tests of 

theoretical models of particle production [3]. In this paper 

we analyze these data on double scattering in deuterium using 

the additive quark aodel of hadron - nucleus Interactions 

which we developed in earlier publications [5] - C^J* I n P*rti 

cular. we disscues Qa) the value of the double scattering 

cross - section in red and pd collisions and (b) the den¬ 

sity in central rapidity region of particles produced in double 

scattering events. 

If one restricts the disecussion to non-diffractxve inte¬ 

ractions, the additive quark model of hadron-nucleus collisions 

gives the following contributions to the double scattering 

events in deuteriua*' 

t^in the actual analysis of ths data, described in sections 

2 and 3 the effect of diffractive and quasi-elastic 

collisions was taken Into account, following the ideas of Ref (10; 



(s) One of th» quarks from the Incident hadron interact* 

with both nucleons in the target; the other quark(s) doe*(do) 

not interact. 

(b; Both quarks fron the Incident hadron Interact with 

the nucleons of the target. 

(c) Only one of the incident quarks interact* with one 

of the nucleons in the target and the particles produced 

in this collision scatter from the second nucleon in the target. 

We call this effect "intranuclear cascade", or simply "cascade". 

The magnitude of the first two contributions (a) and Cb) 
•fchc 

dependsAon cross-sections of quark -nucleon non-diffractiv* 

collisions: 

(i) on the "additive", non diffractive quark -nucleon 

cross-section S"% which is determined, because of additivlty, 

by the condition 

where 6~ and &irN are nudeon-nucleon and pion-nucleon 

non-diftractive cross-sections. 

(ii) on the cross-section for the second interaction 

of the wounded quark C ^ , 

(iii) on the cross-section for the interaction of the 

spectator quark <Jt . 

In the model of Refs £$} - [9] which we are discussing 

in this paper the quarks are treated as classical constituent* 

and thus these cross-sections «r« essuaed equal to each other: 

6-ir « <TW - O ; . (1.2) 



However, sines th« rsal natur* of tha constituent qstsrfcs i s 

not known, theee croee-eestlane can also be treated as free 

parameters. Indeed, other paselbl l i t iee were also considered. 

For sxewple in fcef. [li} It la essuasd that C*w = <9 . 

We would l ike to eaphaeize that investigation of double 

scattering events in deuteriua offers a possibil i ty to test 

these different hypotheses. Therefore such analysis say 

provide us with auch aore refined teete of the different 

versions of the quark aodel, then thoee performed t i l l now. 

To see th is , 1st us observe that, in the additive approximation, 

the results for hadron-hadron col l is ions depend only on CV 

and an insensitive to 0"v end 6^ . The nultlplo 

production of feet secondaries in hsdron-nuclsus col l i s ions . 

on the other hand, depends on fl-Vend 0^ but i s lneensltlvs 

to £*_, , data are consistent with the equality (T^a s*. 

, [ iO. ["12]. [iaQ. 
The third contribution to double ecattering events 

depends on 0"V and on the cascade croes-sectlon Q-* , 

i . e . crose-section for interaction of the products of the first 

co l l i s ion . Thus ons has a possibil i ty to dstsrnlns this 

cross-section and perhaps learn ebout the nature of these 

col l is ion products which intsract within ths nucleue. This 

•ight be important for the following reason. 

According to etandard aodale of particle production only 

slow particles in the laboretory Bay have a chance to anew 

up ineide the deuteron and thue possibly interact with 

the second nucleon. If this i s indeed the ceee. we expect 



that tha products of tha firat collision do not depend on tha 

baaa hadron, i.a. thay should ba tha earns for Incidant plons 

and protona. Conaaquantly, alao tha cross-section of thaaa 

products ahould ba independent of tha targat. Tasting this 

hypothesis la thus vary lntaraatlng. 

With thaaa motivations In mind* we hava analyzed tha 

available data on x«C and t>d, colllelone. Our conclusion 

is thst (i.) tha data arm coapatibia with tha equality (1.2) 

and (11) the caacada croas-section 0" la determined as 

<T*s 20.2 t 1.7 

froa 3T d colllelone and 

<r* - ar.r ± 1.9 

froa pd data. This la in ra^onabla agreement with tha hypothe¬ 

sis of universality. Thus our analysis indicates thet the 

standard quark aodel Is compatible with the existing data 

on double scattering evente in JT d and pd collisions. 

The paper le organized aa foliowa. In the next section 

we specify the additive quark aodel for hadron-deuteron 

interactions, in section 3 we compare it with the data. 

Section 4 contelne our concluelone. 

2. The additive quark modal for hadron-deuteron interactions 

In this section we specify for the present purpoeee the 

additive quark aodel deve lopped in Re fa ["5 - 93« 

First ws introduce the "profile" of an effective hedron-



nucleon cross-section which is raIsvent for the procees ws 

are going to dlsscuss: 

where b is the lepect paraseter and a l l the profilee ere 

normalized to the proper croee-eectione 

= <T . (2.2) 

(T. ( l>) le spl i t into three teras which we identify as the 

non-dlffractlve. ^ „ ( b ) , d l f f ract ive. o^Cb) and thie 

part of the elastic croes-eectlon prof i le . CTr(k) , which 

is responsible for knocking the nucleone out of the target 

deuteriun with large enough aomentun transfers ( < ! > . . 100 Mev) 

to be observed in experiments of Refe [2~\ - £z~\ . Thus no 

can write 

where «_C^>) i 8 t n * appropriate correction (_eee below). 

Also, i t is convenient to introduce the profile of the inelastic 

croes-eectlon 

«•«<« - ^ o ( b ) + ^Ct) . (2.4) 

The cross-section for the above defined three interactions 

to happen on deuteriua target are given by the following well 

known probabilietic expreeeion £eee e .g. Ref [ lO^ J 



where E>(S} = }AŁ ^ p ( *,Ł ) $ (S,a) 1* the 
projection of the probability density on the plane perpendicular 
to the Incident beea, with * ^ & ( s > % ) being the deutsron 
wave function and r » CS,z-^ the distance between 
neutron and proton in the target deuteron. C (P) 1* the SUB 
of the single and double ecatterlng contributions: 

Rowevr, we are interested in production processes. Thus ws 
take only these single and double interactions which contain 
at leaat one Inelastic collision: 



The above identification of the single end double inte¬ 

ractions is based on the probabilities of the incident particle 

to hit one or two nucleons. While analyzing the experiments 

[2 j - [ 3Jin which ons defines e.g. the double interaction 

as the one in which two nucleons of the target are hit, or.e 

must also count as double interactions these single interactions 

of the incident hadron in which the products of the fir*t 

interaction hit the second nucleon (one may call this process 

a cascade ) . The croaa-aectlon for such a process is 

where Vt (S) is a "profile" of the cascade. Now we can 

finally write down the cross-section for the observed single 

and double interactions in deuterium 

C2.10) 

Note that <ŷ  + <T̂  = OV-t-CJl. • a* i l should be. because 

the croea-aection on dautaron (as a whole) cannot depend on 

what the products of on* collision night or might not do 

inside of the target. Not* also that (2.10 ) la a simple 

consequence of the "conservation of probability": the cascade 

auat either hit the other nucleon ( probability x 

or miss it (probability 1->t(S) 



In this paper we concentrate on analysis of double -
scattering events. The cross-section for theee events, (TŁ 
is given by Eo. (2.io) . Below, we fit It to experlaarUal 
data. Other quantity which was recently Measured [z~\ and 
which can also be reliably calculated in the additive quark 
nodel is the ratio ^ 

of the density of particles produced In the central rapidity 
region (plateau ) fron deuteriue. (^^C^L) ) 8n0" f«"O« hydro¬ 
gen (j\rt(\£) ) tergets. 

Using the Ideas of Refs U5 " 9 3 "• eetlaate R 
as follows. 

For the hydrogen target we write 

are the probabilities, and H (u ) , H 
are the single particle inclusive rapidity distributions for 
nondiffractive and diffractive production, respectively. 

The rapidity distribution In the central rapidity region 
is dominated by the non dlffractive production processes. Thus 

centre < 
C2.13 ) 
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In tiw ad4i.ttv# quark asriel only one quâ k In th» Incident 

hadron c o l l i d e with hyjrojan, thus 

where ^ i s th« density of particles arising fro* fragment ation 

of the colored string spaced batween two mounded quarks"-' [& ] 

[9~\ . Now we calculate nD C M ^ which is the double 

scattering contribution to the nuneretor of (2.1l) . This car. 

be done by estioating the contributions of various pieces 

of C" to the rapidity derteiry of produced oortlclea. 

Following the ideas o^ fief {_ 5 - 9 ^ we ouke the follow; g 

(a") e last ic and o.\ffren;i:.i.v% uiie^ctions do not com: ritn.te 

to particle production inAcentral rapidity region. 

(b\ secondary interactions of particles produced in the 

first coll ision also do not contribute to particle production 

inAcentral rapidity region. 

(c) double non-diffrective interactions give the plait.iu 

density H. \ only if two d̂ f̂ f efNBnt quarks from the projectile 

hit different nucleons in the target. Otherwise we obtain 

the plateau density ^ , as in nori-diffrective interaction 

An the analyees of n d data only events with more than two¬ 
ry 

prongs wsA analyzed. Thus tha same class of events oust be also 

used in (2.14J . The appropriate corrections were dane in actual 

calculations. 

11 



in hydrogen. 

With these assumptions, the cross-»section CT splits 

i.no several parts which contribute differently to the cenrtel 

plateau. For rrr -deuteron collisions we btain 

D(S) [2 vr (S) 

(under each terns we nark the appropriate contribution to the 

plateau ) . For proton-deuteron collisions we have 

(-) 4 x^ ( + ) [ f / ( ) + ? 

-r 

O 

In Eqa (2.15) and (2.16) we have used a short-hand 

notation cCi)- <r(b±£r) . Furthermore, the additive quark 

model relations were employed for non-diftractive profiles: 



for plon-nucleon, and 

for nucleoo-nuclaon cross-sections. 

The dlffractive and elastic profiles ere outside of our 

•odel in Its present fora and w» siaply estlaate the* froe 

experlaent. This Is described in the next section. 

No* Me can write down the nuaeretor of Eq. (2.1l) for 

the central region of rapidity. Froa. (2.15) - C2*18) *** 

gst 

(2.19) 

where, for pione, CT_ is given in (2.7) , (T by Eq.(2. 

and 

• a 



For Incident protons we have 

cr£ C Eu) ̂  |aŁJ *4> P(£>{3c-^(+)(T^c(-) +6<r%(+)<rł^-) (2.22) 

(2.23) 

This completes the description of the formulae we are going 
to use for analysis of the data of Refs [2 - 3~3 . 

of-
3. Comparison the additive quark model with experimental 
data on y\ d and pd interactions. 

We compute CT and r\(.MJ from the fornulae 2 <F I ctktT*.i. y. 
of the previous section. To this end one needs a paranetriza-
tion of C* (b"i . <T ( b ") snć CT ( l>\ • We 
the gaussian foros 

5L e 
•2X6* 

end 

Optical the ore* implies that the slop* paraneter £** is 
related to O^ and (T̂ - by 



The assumption of exactly gaueeien form (3.1) , (3.3) 
and of purely imaginary elastic amplitud* (3.2) determine 
aleo the slope parameter y 1 . W e obtain 

v Ł « &x (3.5) 
Thle can be eeen aa foliowa. From the Puaplin bound C143 

we deduce y %> e x • Fro" tn« condition 

we deduce yx$. g x . Thua the Eq.(3.5) foliowe.-
Eqa (3.1) - C3«5) «"d (£.17.), (2.18) define all 

the neceaaary profiles in terse of yee paraaeters: the 
neaeured value* of total, elastic and diffractiva cross-
sections. One can alao check that the internal consistency 
of Eqs. (3.1) . (3.5^ requires 

We ehall aaauae 

which is consistent with the published data* The aeaeured 
values of the total and elastic croes-ssctions in 
and pp interactlone were taken froa Kef. [4J. 



It has been clear for eoM tiae that tb* probability of 

double interaction of the incident hadron in deuterlua la 

definitely larger than the one one can coapute froa the 

incident hadron-hadrogen cross-section*. This iapliee - as we 

already pointed out in the previoua section - that the producta 

of the first collision hit the second nucleon with considerable 

probability. Without going into any •pacification of such 

a proceea we Introduce a function vtC$) which takes care 

of such phenoaenon end whose detcrainatlon froa experimental 

data provides us with an Interesting piece of inforaatlon 

about the spece-tiae characteristics of particle production 

inside of deuteron. We parametrize vi (S) eleo as a Gaussian 

function x 

where 5"* can be interpreted as „effective cross-section for 

the products of the first collision to hit the second nucleon, 

and a gives a spatial extenelon of this "cascade". 

We know nothing about n.(S) and thus we attempted 

to determine 0** and flu through coaparlson of the 

formulae for /*-, and RCJLM with the data. 

The analysis has shown that the best results ars obtained 
He 

for. minimal value of a, given by 

me 
This condition was thus accepted for.final results, as 

quoted below. 

\6 



The deuteron ground etate wave function, froa which we 

computed 0(S), waa taken in the fora given in Ref fl5^ . 

This ie a "eoft core" ground state wave function. We eleo, 

tested two other fora* of the "hard core" wave functions 

taken froa Ref £l6"] with the hard core radius r • 0 

and 0.43 fa. All theee wave functions ere very siailar except 

for the very eaall dietances between neutron and proton 

0 < r ,$. 0.5 fa where they do differ appreciably. 

In Figs 1 - 3 we coapare the results of our calculations 

with the experimental drta. In all computations we used the 

following correction tern to the elastic profile (2.3) : 

8 (b) s- 0.08 <rfi(b) O.12) 

When integrated over b (3.12) gives the observed correction. 

We find that the detailed fora of & E C*>) !• of little 

inportance and used the saas b dependence as in the 

elastic profile. Altogether this correction turns out to be 

consistently very eaell. 

The analysis of the data on croes-sectlon o~ for the 

double-scattering events in n<L and pd collisions 

is summarized in Figure 1. The"cascade" cross-section 

determined by fitting the foraula (2.io) to the data 

of Refs [z~] is plotted versus the incident energy. The follo¬ 

wing observations can be aade 

(a ) Low-energy data (E ^ 30 Gev) give eaaller values 

for $"* than the high-energy data (E %. 100 Gev). In the 



high-energy region there la no evidence for energy-dependence 
of <T* . 

(b) The high-energy pd data eeeae to have a tendency 
to give higher valuee for ©•* than the rrd, data. In vie* 
of the large errors, the effect i s not significant, however. 
For the average valuee ( Including only high-energy data) 
one obteine: 

ff* > 20.2 - 1.7 w>l for n o t data 

<T* - 25.5 - 1 .9AI> for pd data . 
The coabined n d and pd averege la 

<F*-= 22.6 i 1.3 mb , Ć3.14) 

This value see as to ue very reasonable, indicating that the 
partlclee created in the firet collision heve hadron-llke 
cross-sections. 

In Figure 2 the valuee forAdouble acatterlng cross-section 
calculated froa the model by ueing th» average values (3.13) 
are plotted and compared with the data of Ref ̂ 23 • One eeea 
that the average values do indeed deecrlbe the deta reasonably 
well. Thus there le no need for energy dependence of Or* . 

The calculation of the plateau density cen now be perforr 
aed ueing the parameters deterained in the analysis of the 
double scattering cross-section. The reeulte for 7T p 
collisions are plotted in Figure 3 and coapared with data 
of Ref {_z} . One ease that the agreement is reasonable, 
although the model predictions are alightly below the deta. 



particular? at 360 GeV. This nay indicate that there la 

an additional contribution to the plateau which is neglected 

in our model. However, better data would be needed to take 

this observation seriously. 

We also calculated nodel predictions for plateau 

density in double scattering events obtained in pd inte¬ 

ractions. For the ratio R in the central region the 

results are given in the Table I . 

4. Disscussion and conclusions. 

We have analyzed the existing data on double scattering 

events in 7T d and pd Interactions using the additive 

quark model of Refs £5 - 93 . This required en extension 

of the model to include the effects of "cascading", i.e. of 

interaction of the secondary particles crested inside the 

deuteron. We would like to emphasize that this extension, 

although quite natural, represents a novel and very stringent 

test of the nodel. Our general conclusion is that the model 

survives this test. However there are indications of some 

discrepancies which, if confirmed by data of better accuracy. 

aay lead to revision of the model. We thus suggest that 

BOre precise measurements of double-scattering interactions 

ar« undertaken. It would be particulary interesting to 

aeasure the plateau density in nucleon-induced events, 

because the nuclear effect there is expected to be stronger 
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•from. and thus easier to disentangle the background. We would 
like to stress that the model results for the plateau 
density, as given in Fig 3 and in Table I are quite 
insensitive to the choice of the deuteron nave function, 
of the elementary profiles and other technical details 
(they are, however sensitive to the aeasured croee-eection 
for double scattering which determines ths crucial parameter 
(S* - thus simultaneous measurement of <J"Ł , and of RC%) 

is necessary^) . They represent therefore a very good test 
of ths model itself. 

Another interesting result of our snslysis is the deter¬ 
mination of the effective croee-section 0" M for Inte¬ 
raction of the secondaries produced in the deuteron with 
the remeining nucleon in the target^, we find it very 
comforting that this cross-section turns out to be 20 - 25 mb, 
e typical hadronic crees-section. 

Other analyeee of the double scattering evente in terms 
of additivs quark model were done in Refs O l (ll\ and Q.8]. 
Our disscussion of ths plateau density is siailer to that 
of Ref Zz~] and we confirm their results for *r d inte¬ 
ractions. The analysis of Ref [li} ie technically different 
from ours (they assume that the eeconderiee are plons 
and attempt to determine the formation zone ) end le there¬ 

o r earlier investigation of this question, erne Ref 

20 



fore not easy to compare directly the results. They are, 

however, qualitatively similar. The results for the pia'esu 

density differ, because in Ref £lf} some contribution fresn 

the cascading phenomena is Included in the central plateau. 

To summarize, we have applied our version of the additive 

quark model to the analysis of the double scattering 

in deuterium. We find that the model can be made compatible 

with the data and the cross-section of secondaries produced 

in deuteron is estimated to be 20 - 25 nb. However, there 

are indications of systematic ( but not yet significant N: 

discrepancies with the data which nay indicate some other 

mechanism at work. Increasing accuracy of the -T d date 

and, in particular, measurement of rapidity density in pd 

data should allow to resolve this problem. 
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Table I. Ratio R 6 Ł ) of rapidity deneltlee in th« oeritral 
region for TT d and pd double scattering 
events. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Crose-section <T determined fro* /r d 

and pd data ploted veraua incident energy. 

Figure 2. Croee-eection for double scattering event* 

calculated using the average value* of T* 

calculated fro* data et high energies (E ^ 

The data fron Ref [2-~] ere also shown. 

Figure 3. Plateau density R(^) for * d double 

scattering interactions calculated according 

to the formulae (2.19) - (_2*21) • 

Data froa Ref [2.3 . 
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